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Putin: US-Russia relationship
at ‘its lowest point’ in years
Russian President Vladimir
Putin, in advance of his June 16
meeting with United States President Joe Biden, said relations between the US and Russia are at a
nadir.
“We have a bilateral relationship that has deteriorated to its
lowest point in recent years,”
Putin told NBC News in an interview broadcast Friday with an
English translation of his remarks.
Putin and Biden will meet in
Geneva next week and Biden,
upon arriving in the United Kingdom for his first overseas trip as
president Wednesday, warned
Putin he would send a clear message to him during their meeting.
“We’re not seeking conflict
with Russia,” Biden said. “We
want a stable and predictable relationship … but I’ve been clear:
The United States will respond in
a robust and meaningful way if
the Russian government engages
in harmful activities.”
The leaders’ first in-person
meeting comes as relations between Washington and Moscow
are strained over several issues,
including alleged Russian cyberattacks against the US and the
detention of Alexey Navalny, a
critic of the Kremlin.
Praise for Trump
In the NBC interview, Putin
praised former President Donald
Trump as “an extraordinary individual, talented individual,” and
called Biden “radically different”.
“Well even now, I believe that
former US President Mr Trump
is an extraordinary individual, talented individual, otherwise he
would not have become US pres-

ident,” Putin said.
“He is a colourful individual.
You may like him or not. And, but
he didn’t come from the US establishment, he had not been part
of big-time politics before, and
some like it, some don’t like it,
but that is a fact.”
Putin added that Biden “is
radically different from Trump
because President Biden is a career man. He has spent virtually
his entire adulthood in politics.”
“That’s a different kind of

person, and it is my great hope
that yes, there are some advantages, some disadvantages, but
there will not be any impulsebased movements, on behalf of
the sitting US president.”
US officials see next week’s
face-to-face meeting between Putin and Biden as an opportunity
to tilt the relationship away from
what they view as former President Trump’s fawning overtures
to Putin.
Russian officials told the Re-

Britain’s Queen Elizabeth insisted on cutting a cake using a
ceremonial sword at an event on
the sidelines of the G7 summit in
Cornwall in southern England on
Friday.
Her efforts prompted laughter from the Duchesses of Cornwall and Cambridge, and the assembled crowds.
The Queen had been handed
the sword for the task of cutting a
large cake marking the Big Lunch
at the Eden Project.
Queen Elizabeth also met US
President Joe Biden on Friday
under the canopy of the world’s
largest indoor rainforest as she
hosted a reception for leaders of
the Group of Seven richest nations.
The 95-year-old monarch was
joined by the other senior members of the British royal family,
with son and heir Prince Charles
and his wife Camilla and grandson Prince William and his wife
Kate also present. alarabiya

Iraq oil minister says gas sector a priority

Hong Kong activist Agnes Chow
released on protest anniversary

Hong Kong democracy activist Agnes Chow was released Saturday from prison on the second
anniversary of the city’s huge democracy rallies, with police out
in force and protests now all but
banned.
Two thousand officers have
been placed on standby after social media calls for residents to
commemorate the failed democracy demonstrations.
Authorities have maintained a
coronavirus prohibition on public gatherings despite the city recording just three local infections
in the last month.
A Beijing-imposed national
security law has also criminalised
much dissent and most of the
city’s democracy leaders have
been arrested, jailed or fled overseas.
On Saturday morning, one of
those figures walked free from
prison.
Chow, 24, was mobbed by
waiting media but made no comment as she was driven away.

uters news agency they regard the
summit as an opportunity to hear
from Biden directly after what one
source close to the Russian government said were mixed messages from the US administration that
took office on January 20.
Asked by NBC about Biden
calling him a killer in an interview
in March, Putin said he had heard
dozens of such accusations. “This
is not something I worry about in
the least,” Putin said.
aljazeera

Queen Elizabeth insists on cutting
cake with sword at G7 event

Supporters shouted “Agnes
Chow add oil”, a Cantonese-language expression of encouragement that was widely used at the
protests that roiled the city.
Some supporters wore black
T-shirts and yellow masks and
one held a yellow umbrella, a symbol of protests in the former British colony dating back to 2014.
Chow hails from a generation
of activists who cut their teeth in
politics as teenagers and became
an inspiration for those who chafe
under Beijing’s increasingly authoritarian rule.
She spent some seven months
behind bars for her role in a 2019
protest outside the city’s police
headquarters. Fellow youth activists Joshua Wong and Ivan Lam
were sentenced in the same case.
Chow’s release comes at a
sensitive time.
Two years ago on June 12,
thousands of protesters surrounded the city’s legislature in
an attempt to stop the passage of
a bill that could have allowed ex-

traditions to mainland China’s judicial system.
Riot police used tear gas and
rubber-coated bullets to disperse
the huge crowds.
Footage of the clashes deepened public anger, and fuelled what
became an increasingly violent
movement calling for full democracy that raged for seven straight
months.
Huge crowds rallied week after week in the most serious challenge to China’s rule since Hong
Kong’s 1997 handover.
Beijing’s leaders have dismissed the call for democracy,
portraying those who protested
as stooges of “foreign forces” trying to undermine China.
They have since overseen a
sweeping crackdown that has successfully curbed dissent and radically transformed the once outspoken semi-autonomous city.
The spear tip of that crackdown has been the national security law.
More than 100 people have
been arrested under the new law,
including Chow, although she has
not yet been charged.
Dozens more have been
charged, including jailed pro-democracy media tycoon Jimmy Lai.
Most have been denied bail
and they face up to life in jail if
convicted. Protests have been extremely restricted for the last year
in Hong Kong, but anniversary
events have tended to focus attention. On Friday, two activists
from Student Politicism, a pro-democracy group, were arrested on
suspicion of advertising an unauthorised assembly.

Human rights
group lodges
‘torture’
complaint at
Paris court
against UAE
official
An independent Londonbased human rights group has
lodged a complaint in France
against a top Emirati official, accusing him of being responsible
for the torture of prominent prodemocracy campaigner and rights
activist Ahmed Mansoor.
The Gulf Center for Human
Rights (GCHR) filed its complaint against Major General
Ahmed Nasser al-Raisi, inspector general at the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) Interior Ministry, at a Paris court earlier in the
week.
The complaint states that
Raisi, who is a member of Interpol's executive committee, is responsible for “torture and barbaric acts” against Mansoor.
GCHR notes that the prominent UAE dissident is now being held under “mediaeval conditions” at the notorious al-Sadr
prison in Abu Dhabi. He is being
kept in solitary confinement in a
tiny cell “without access to a
doctor, hygiene, [or] water and
sanitary facilities.”
Two prominent rights
groups detail the UAE’s grave
violations of imprisoned Ahmed
Mansoor’s rights.
Mansoor was arrested in
2017, with his family being told
nothing of his arrest. He was
brought to court nearly a year
later and sentenced to 10 years
in jail and a fine of one million
dirhams ($272,300).

Iraq’s oil sector is rebounding
after a catastrophic year triggered
by the coronavirus pandemic,
with key investment projects on
the horizon, Iraq’s oil minister
said Friday. But he also warned
that an enduring bureaucratic culture of fear threatens to stand in
the way.
Iraq is currently trading oil at
$68 per barrel, close to the approximately $76 needed for the
state to operate without reliance
on the central bank to meet government expenditures.
Oil Minister Ihsan Abdul-Jabbar Ismail took over the unenviable job of supervising Iraq’s most
vital industry at the height of an
oil price crash that slashed oil revenues by more than half last year.
Since then, he has had to balance
domestic demands for more revenue to fund state coffers and pressure from OPEC to keep exports
low to stabilize the global oil market.
With the sector rebounding,
Ismail told The Associated Press,
he can now focus on other priorities. In the interview, he offered a
rare glimpse into the inner-workings of the country’s most significant ministry — Iraq’s oil industry is responsible for 90 percent
of state revenues.
He recounted how cutthroat
Iraqi politics and corruption fears
have often derailed critical investment projects during his tenure and
those of his predecessors — a
source of long-term frustration for
international companies working
in Iraq.
“In the Ministry of Oil, the
big mistake, the big challenge are
the delays in decision-making or
no decision-making at all,” he said,
attributing indecisiveness to fears
of political reprisal from groups
or powerful lawmakers whose interests are not served.
He described a warped work
culture where allegations of corruption are used as tools by political players to get their way —
and the mere possibility is often
enough to keep high-ranking officials in ministry from signing off
on important projects.
“This is the culture: To stay
away from any case, to stay away
from inspectors, to say ‘let us not
do it’” he added. “I think this is
the corruption that slows the
economy.”
Still, during his time as minister he has sought to fast-track
projects, he said.
Top on his list is developing
the country’s gas sector, a central

condition for Iraq to be eligible for
US sanction waivers enabling energy imports from neighboring
Iran. To that end, Iraq is looking
to develop long-neglected gas
fields and capture gas flared from
oil sites.
Ismail said he is hopeful contracts will be signed within the
coming months to develop key
projects that could boost Iraq’s
gas capacity by 3 billion cubic

standard feet by 2025. But that
all depends on closing the deal
with oil companies; lucrative contract negotiations in Iraq have a
history of stalling once commercial terms are laid out.
Iraq currently imports 2 billion standard cubic feet to meet
domestic needs.
The ministry is close to signing with China’s Sinopec to develop Mansuriya gas field in Diyala province, said Ismail. The field
could add 300 million standard
cubic feet of gas to domestic production. He hopes to finalize the
deal by mid-July.
The ministry is also in talks
with France’s Total to develop an
ambitious multi-billion dollar
mega investment project in southern Iraq, including the Ratawi gas
hub, development of Ratawi oil
field and a scheme to provide water to oil fields required to boost
production.

Thousands march in
support of Muslim
family killed in Canada
Thousands of people have marched in support of a Canadian
Muslim family run over and killed by a man driving a pick-up truck
last Sunday in an attack the police described as a hate crime.
The four victims, spanning three generations, were killed when
Nathaniel Veltman, 20, ran into them while they were out for an
evening walk near their home. A fifth family member, a nine-year-old
boy, survived.
People in London, Ontario marched about seven kilometres (4.4
miles) on Friday from the spot where the family was struck down to
a nearby mosque, the site close to where Veltman was arrested by
police.
Some carried placards with messages reading “Hate has no home
here”, “Love over hate”.
“The best part was not just the numbers … but the diversity of
the people coming from every single community in London, coming
together for this cause,” said 19-year old college student Abdullah alJarad at the march.
Two men sit beside a sign reading ‘Unapologetically Muslim’ at
the London Muslim Mosque during a march to end hatred [AFP]
After a moment of silence marking the time of the tragedy, representatives from several religions gave speeches denouncing hatred
and saluting the outpouring of support for London’s 30,000-strong
Muslim community.
Other rallies or vigils in Canada took place in Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal and Quebec, where a shooting in a mosque left six dead in
2017.
The attack sparked outrage across Canada, with politicians from
all sides condemning the crime, spurring growing calls to take action
to curb hate crime and Islamophobia.
Veltman made a brief court appearance on Thursday and will
return to court on Monday. He faces four charges of first-degree
murder and one of attempted murder.
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has called the killings a
“terrorist attack” and vowed to clamp down on far-right groups and
online hate.

